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Abstract

Fire has transformative effects on soil biological, chemical, and physical

properties in terrestrial ecosystems around the world. While methods for

estimating fire characteristics and associated effects aboveground have prog-

ressed in recent decades, there remain major challenges in characterizing soil

heating and associated effects belowground. Overcoming these challenges is

crucial for understanding how fire influences soil carbon storage, biogeochem-

ical cycling, and ecosystem recovery. In this paper, we present a novel frame-

work for characterizing belowground heating and effects. The framework

includes (1) an open-source model to estimate fire-driven soil heating, cooling,

and the biotic effects of heating across depths and over time (Soil Heating in

Fire model; SheFire) and (2) a simple field method for recording soil tempera-

tures at multiple depths using self-contained temperature sensor and data log-

gers (i.e., iButtons), installed along a wooden stake inserted into the soil

(i.e., an iStake). The iStake overcomes many logistical challenges associated

with obtaining temperature profiles using thermocouples. Heating measure-

ments provide inputs to the SheFire model, and modeled soil heating can then

be used to derive ecosystem response functions, such as heating effects on

microorganisms and tissues. To validate SheFire estimates, we conducted a

burn table experiment using iStakes to record temperatures that were in turn

used to fit the SheFire model. We then compared SheFire predicted tempera-

tures against measured temperatures at other soil depths. To benchmark

iStake measurements against those recorded by thermocouples, we co-located

both types of sensors in the burn table experiment. We found that SheFire

demonstrated skill in interpolating and extrapolating soil temperatures, with

the largest errors occurring at the shallowest depths. We also found that

iButton sensors are comparable to thermocouples for recording soil tempera-

tures during fires. Finally, we present a case study using iStakes and SheFire

to estimate in situ soil heating during a prescribed fire and demonstrate how
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observed heating regimes would influence seed and tree root vascular cam-

bium survival at different soil depths. This measurement-modeling framework

provides a cutting-edge approach for describing soil temperature regimes

(i.e., soil heating) through a soil profile and predicting biological responses.

KEYWORD S
fire dose–response, fire effects belowground, fire energy, fire induced mortality, iButton,
iStake, prescribed fire, SheFire, Soil Heating in fire, soil temperature modeling, wildland fire

INTRODUCTION

Wildland fires, which include any kind of vegetation fire,
can transform soil biological, chemical, and physical
properties that are critical for terrestrial ecosystem function-
ing (e.g., Badía-Villas et al., 2014; Doerr et al., 2017;
Giovannini et al., 1990; Neary et al., 1999; Robichaud, 2000).
However, soil temperatures can vary by hundreds of degrees
Celsius within a fire event (Busse et al., 2013), which makes
it challenging to generalize how soil properties can be trans-
formed. Estimating belowground heat and mass transport,
and associated temperature regimes (Massman, 2015;
Massman et al., 2010), is essential for understanding how
ecosystem services and processes, including carbon storage,
primary production, and biogeochemical cycling, are chang-
ing across spatially complex fire footprints (Quigley
et al., 2020). Many effects of interest, such as effects on soil
biota, occur as temperature-dependent rate processes
(e.g., Rosenberg et al., 1971) thus characterizing temperature
regimes is central to understanding fire effects on soils.

Several tools have been used to estimate fire effects, both
above- and belowground. For example, models have been
developed to predict specific fire effects belowground given
simulated (not measured) fire conditions (e.g., Choczynska &
Johnson, 2009). While these models show promise for
linking fire characteristics with soil responses, they are diffi-
cult to apply broadly given the range of required inputs.
Further, the underlying soil heating models and associated
software systems (e.g., FOFEM in Lutes, 2017) have not
been evaluated for use outside of the laboratory.

Alternatively, remote sensing indices such as the differ-
ence normalized burn severity index (dNBR) can provide
estimates of aboveground fire severity across ecosystems
and landscapes. However, using these indices to assess
belowground effects can have extremely high uncertainty
because (1) belowground fire effects do not always track
predictably with aboveground changes such as vegetation
mortality and charring of the soil surface (Hudak
et al., 2007; Murphy et al., 2008) and (2) there can be large
scaling mismatches between a remote sensing pixel (e.g., 30
m for Landsat) and processes that occur at the scale of
microns to centimeters (Morgan et al., 2014; Ramcharan

et al., 2018; Regan et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2020). To
address the first issue, some studies have used other remote
sensing techniques, such as hyperspectral and multispectral
imaging, which can be more sensitive to soil-specific
changes (e.g., ash deposition and areas of bare ground;
Kokaly et al., 2007). However, this solution still has limita-
tions because even soil-specific metrics are still derived from
changes occurring at the surface and do not consider below-
ground soil properties such as organic matter content,
which can influence how heat propagates through a soil
profile (Morgan et al., 2014). While ground-based (finer-
scale) measurements of burn severity can help address scal-
ing mismatches that occur with satellite data (issue 2 above),
local severity estimates still lack mechanistic connections
between the fire processes or properties and their effects
belowground (Smith, Sparks, et al., 2016).

Using direct measurements of fire behavior and energy
to infer belowground responses is likely to be much more
powerful than indirectly inferring belowground effects
from coarse estimates of aboveground changes (Kreye
et al., 2013, 2020; Quigley et al., 2019). However, collecting
direct measurements for fire energy and soil heating is
challenging. For one, soil heating through time cannot be
measured from satellite imagery, (Morgan et al., 2014),
and secondly, even though fire energy measurements pro-
vide a more direct approach than fire severity, they still do
not consider soil properties that can influence below-
ground responses (Hartford & Frandsen, 1992). Therefore,
to quantify soil heating during fires, we need ground-
based, subsurface measurements of soil.

There are several logistical challenges associated with
field-based soil temperature measurements, resulting in a
dearth of data on soil heating during fires. For both pre-
scribed and unplanned wildland fires, access is often a
primary limitation. Prescribed fires are typically planned
in advance but conducted on short notice when condi-
tions become appropriate, which can complicate sam-
pling and site instrumentation. Unplanned wildland fires
are even less predictable and more complicated to sam-
ple. Considerably more attention has been paid to devel-
oping fire measurements than to developing soil
measurements (see reviews in Ichoku et al., 2012;
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Kremens et al., 2010; and Moran et al., 2019) and
instrumenting plots can be equipment and time intensive
regardless of whether or not the fire was anticipated
(Ottmar et al., 2016). Finally, fire effects are highly spa-
tially variable so it can be misleading to extrapolate data
gathered in one area to try to understand another (Busse
et al., 2013; Morgan et al., 2014; Smith, Cowan,
et al., 2016).

Thermocouples are the current standard for logging
temperature measurements and have been used for
decades (e.g., Bova & Dickinson, 2008; Iverson et al., 2004;
Kennard et al., 2005; Pereira et al., 2019). They record
point-specific temperatures at discrete time intervals and
can be placed at any soil depth of interest (Busse
et al., 2010; Kreye et al., 2013; Kreye et al., 2020). However,
there are some important limitations to the thermocouple
approach. For one, thermocouples must be attached to
dataloggers, which are not heat resistant. The standard
approach for deploying thermocouples belowground
involves installing them through the side of an excavated
hole, which can protect data loggers but may also disturb
soil structure and alter soil heating (Busse et al., 2010). To
ease thermocouple installation belowground, Robichaud
and Brown (2019) developed a metal canister that deploys
thermocouples after once buried. Alternatively, inserting
insulated rods vertically into the soil with thermocouples
exposed at specified depths may reduce heat transfer that
can occur with metal canisters (Kreye et al., 2020). Yet
there are still challenges in making these systems heat and
flame resistant during intense fires. Finally, deploying
thermocouples can be time consuming: a major drawback
when attempting to install them in the path of an advanc-
ing wildfire. In this paper, we propose and evaluate an
alternative method using iButtons deployed along wooden
stakes (iStakes) within a soil profile. Because iButtons are
integrated sensors and data loggers, there is no need to
protect additional equipment from heat (Maxim
Integrated, 2002). This approach can minimize soil distur-
bance, better preserve soil thermal properties, and increase
efficiency for measuring soil heating during wildland fires.

Regardless of how the temperature data are collected, we
need tools for understanding how they relate to soil changes
during and after fire. Attempts to understand how fire-
induced heating affects soil properties must take soil depth
into account because, in addition to heating, soil properties
such as mineral content, moisture, and soil organic matter
also vary with depth (e.g., Achat et al., 2012; Balesdent
et al., 2018; Kramer et al., 2017). Physical models of soil
heating have potential to characterize coupled heat and mass
transport at high depth resolutions (e.g., Campbell et al., 1995;
Massman et al., 2010) but they require much more develop-
ment for practical use. Alternatively, instrumenting every pos-
sible soil depth of interest to directly record temperatures in

the field is also not feasible. To quantify fire effects on soil
properties and biota, and to provide validation data for physi-
cal models, statistical models can provide a tool for interpolat-
ing and extrapolating temperature regimes to a depth of
interest based on a limited set of measurements taken at dis-
crete soil depths.

The goals of this paper are twofold: to present an open-
source modeling tool to understand soil heating and heating
effects across depths over time (the Soil Heating in Fire
model; SheFire) and to demonstrate a novel data collection
method that provides data at multiple depths and minimizes
soil disturbance and installation time (iStakes). To support
this measurement-modeling framework, we report a burn
table experiment used to validate SheFire temperature esti-
mates at different soil depths and to benchmark our proposed
iStake method against thermocouple readings. Finally, we
present a case study using iStakes and SheFire to estimate soil
heating during a prescribed fire and predict how heatingmay
influence seed and root survival at different soil depths using
a thermal tolerance model (Dickinson & Johnson, 2004). The
thermal tolerance model is based on temperature-dependent
rate processes and associated data. It offers a way tomeaning-
fully summarize highly variable temperature regimes based
on their effects on soil biota by accounting for both tempera-
tures and their durations.

METHODS

Below, we describe the SheFire modeling framework
(SheFire model description), an iStakemeasurementmethod
(iStake description) that provides one way to easily collect
the input data needed to fit the SheFire model, validation
and benchmarking of the model and method (Validation
and benchmarking), and a case study (Case study) demon-
strating the use of iStakes and SheFire. All soil depths dis-
cussed in this paper refer to the depth below the mineral
soil surface, as the forest floor can combust during fires.

SheFire model description

SheFire is a modeling framework for estimating mineral
soil temperatures during fire across a range of soil depths
and for predicting biological responses to soil heating.
Fitting the SheFire model requires temperature measure-
ments over time from three different soil depths at the
same location. The model then interpolates and extrapo-
lates from those data to estimate temperature time series
across a range of depths. Using those estimates, functions
in the model framework can then be used to explore
the nuances of the soil heating and biological
responses. The current response functions focus on
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organismal thermal tolerance, but the SheFire model-
ing framework can readily be expanded in a modular
fashion to incorporate additional response functions
that are of interest to model users. The different com-
ponents of the modeling framework are described in
the following sections. The modeling framework is
contained in an R package, called SheFire, comprised
of the model building function (shefire), and a series
of summary and response functions designed to
understand soil heating and its effects.

Fitting the model

Input data
Heat transfer through a soil profile is both soil and fire spe-
cific (Busse et al., 2013; Pereira et al., 2019; Smith, Cowan,
et al., 2016). As a result, the SheFire model must be fit sep-
arately for each location frommeasured temperature data.
Themodel is fit using the shefire function in the R package.
The inputs to this function are the temperature data and a
series of parameters that allow for model fine tuning. An
example input data table can be found in Appendix S1:
Figure S1 and the parameters are described in detail in
Appendix S1: Table S1. The model requires temperature
recordings from three soil depths that can be measured
with thermocouples, iButtons, or any other temperature
sensor that records a time stamp with each temperature
reading. The input data can have any data logging rate,
but the three sensors must log at the same rate.

Data trimming
The input temperature data do not need to be manually
cleaned or trimmed to the beginning and end of the
heating period prior to building the model, however, they
must all start at the same point in time. The function is
designed to extract the fire-induced heating and subse-
quent cooling period from data sets that may contain
measurements collected prior to the arrival of the flaming
front and after complete soil cooling. With default set-
tings, the prefire data (i.e., everything up to 30 min pre-
ceding the initiation of soil heating) is removed.
Initiation is defined as the last time that the temperature
rate of change between two sequential measurements
was zero before the maximum temperature was reached.
The end of the data set is determined by the first of the
following events: a temperature rise after soil cooling has
begun, a user-determined cut off time, or the last mea-
surement is reached. All three temperature recordings
must cover the same time period, so the shallow sensor is
used to set the start and end points, as it will be the first
to heat, then the data from the deeper two sensors are
trimmed to match.

Fitting BFD curves to input data
The base equation of the model is a “Temperature–Time
Curve of Complete Process of Fire Development,” also
known as a BFD curve, which was developed for study-
ing compartment fires such as enclosed rooms in struc-
ture fires (Barnett, 2002). However, the equation has
been used in other studies of fire and soils (Adie
et al., 2011; Grau-Andrés et al., 2017; Massman, 2021).
BFD curves calculate temperature at a given time. We
use BFD curves to summarize soil temperature regimes
and as the basis for interpolating temperature regimes
among depths at which we do not have measurements.
Note that the nomenclature from here on follows that
used in the SheFire R package for reasons of clarity.

A BFD equation has four terms that correspond to:
initial temperature before the arrival of the flaming front
(InitTemp), maximum temperature reached (MaxTemp),
time the maximum was reached after heating began
(TimeAtMax), and a shape parameter that determines
the overall shape of the curve with higher values creating
a more acute peak (Shape; equation 1 in Barnett, 2002):

Temperature¼ InitTempþMaxTemp� e�z ð1Þ

where e is Euler’s number and the exponent (z) is further
defined as

z¼ ln timeð Þ�ln TimeAtMaxð Þð Þ2=Shape: ð2Þ

BFD equations are fit to each of the three trimmed input
temperature data sets. We designed SheFire to use a
nonlinear least squares approach to determine the best fit.

Fitting parameter-depth regressions
We then have SheFire extract the four BFD parameters
(InitTemp, MaxTemp, TimeAtMax, and Shape) from each
of the three fitted equations. Using the three values for each
parameter, one from each input sensor depth, SheFire fits
separate regression equations to estimate each parameter
value for given soil depths, using the following equations:

InitTemp¼A�depth�B ð3Þ

MaxTemp¼ eC�depthD ð4Þ

TimeAtMax¼FþG�depth ð5Þ

Shape¼H�depth�I ð6Þ

where “depth” is the soil depth for which the BFD
equation parameter will be calculated (Equations 3–6).
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These regression equations allow a BFD parameter to be
estimated for any input soil depth.

Equations (4) and (5) are fit using a simple linear
model and subsequently evaluated for model perfor-
mance by calculating R2, the coefficient of determination.
The data for Equation (4) are log-transformed before
fitting. Equations (3) and (6) are fit using a nonlinear
least squares approach. They are subsequently evaluated
with a Pearson correlation coefficient comparing the
BFD parameter values from the equations fit to the input
data against the parameter values calculated by the
regression equations for the same soil depths as the
input data.

Once the regression equations have been fit, the
model can estimate each of the four BFD parameters for
a given soil depth and thus can model temperature over
time at any depth.

Setting model constraints
The final portion of model development sets constraints
for the model. The time range covered by the model is
equal to the time range of the trimmed input data. This
may not be the full length of the input data sets if they
covered prefire or post-cooling periods. SheFire also
extracts the timestamp associated with the model start
and end points from the input data to allow model-time
to real-time conversions. To avoid mathematical prob-
lems associated with zero values, model time starts at
0.0001 min. SheFire sets the shallowest depth for which
the model can predict temperatures as the depth at which
the TimeAtMax parameter is 1. That is to say, the soil
depth that reaches its peak temperature 1 min after the
beginning of model time is the shallowest depth that
the model will calculate. This time cut off is used to set
the shallowest depth because increasingly shallow depths
have increasing uncertainty. See Appendix S1: Section S1
for further comments on this approach. There is no
deepest depth limit but the summary and response func-
tions in SheFire will print a warning for soil depths more
than 5 cm deeper than the deepest sensor used to build
the model because deep predictions have not yet been
experimentally validated.

Model output
The shefire functionb outputs a list of the various equa-
tions, values, and constraints that comprise the model
(Table 1). The summary and response functions
included in the SheFire modeling framework can be
applied to this output to explore soil heating, cooling,
and biological responses. Users can also build custom
functions that interact with the model to address spe-
cific research questions. Further details are in
Appendix S1: Section S1.

Heating summary functions

The SheFire modeling framework includes a set
of functions to summarize different aspects of soil
heating and cooling (Table 2). The most basic function
is temp_over_time, which calculates the temperature
at a given depth at a specified time resolution. This
function is called in all other summary and response
functions. More details about the specific summary
functions and their implementation can be found in
Table 2.

TABL E 1 Names and descriptions of SheFire function outputs;

these are needed to run the summary and response functions

included in the SheFire modeling framework

Name Description

BFDEquation Function to calculate temperature over
time given values for the four BFD
parameters

MaxTemp.reg Function to calculate MaxTemp
parameter for a given soil depth

TimeAtMax.reg Function to calculate TimeAtMax
parameter for a given soil depth

Shape.reg Function to calculate Shape parameter
for a given soil depth

InitTemp.reg Function to calculate InitTemp
parameter for a given soil depth

MaxTemp.coeffs Coefficient values for the MaxTemp.reg
function

TimeAtMax.coeffs Coefficient values for the TimeAtMax.reg
function

Shape.coeffs Coefficient values for the Shape.reg
function

InitTemp.coeffs Coefficient values for the InitTemp.reg
function

InitTemp.byDepth An additional parameter needed for
InitTemp.reg function, a list of
InitTemp values calculated for the
input temperature data

SensorDepths An additional parameter needed for
InitTemp.reg function, a list of sensor
depths

Shallowest The shallowest depth (in cm) for which
the model will calculate temperature
over time

FullTime Duration (min) that the model covers

StartTime Timestamp at the beginning of the model
time range

EndTime Timestamp at the end of the model time
range

Note: BFD is a “Temperature - Time Curve of Complete Process of Fire
Development” (Barnett, 2002).
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Heating response functions

The SheFire modeling framework currently includes two
response functions (survival_percent and survival_depth)
that use soil heating to estimate survival. Surviv-
al_percent calculates the percent survival at the user
specified depth. Survival_depth determines the soil depth
at which a user specified percent survival will occur. For
example, survival_percent could determine the percent
survival for a particular species of seed at a specified soil
depth, while survival_depth could be used to find the soil
depth where a specified percent of those seeds were
predicted to survive. We demonstrate these functions in
the case study by estimating survival of seeds and vascu-
lar cambium cells from soil temperature regimes in an
experimental fire.

The two functions rely on a thermal tolerance model
for estimating survival (Dickinson & Johnson, 2004). Sur-
vival can be thought of as a general dimensionless effects
variable where response to heating is quantified relative
to pre-fire condition. Thermal tolerance is based on
temperature-dependent rate processes, the kinetics of

which have been quantified in various ways for different
biological systems, including by tissue respiration
(Caldwell, 1993; Dickinson et al., 2005), protein denatur-
ation (Rosenberg et al., 1971), cell survival (Dickinson &
Johnson, 2004; Lorenz, 1939), tissue survival from visual
inspection or vital staining (Lorenz, 1939; Nelson, 1952),
and organismal survival (Martin et al., 1969).

The thermal tolerance model is solved numerically in
two parts: determining the rate of impact and accumulat-
ing that impact over time. We determine the rate of
impact from a temperature-dependent first-order rate
process equation, termed the “absolute rate theory equa-
tion” by Rosenberg et al. (1971). This equation has two
parameters that must be estimated for each unique bio-
logical system: activation entropy (deltaS) and activation
enthalpy (deltaH). These parameters are determined sta-
tistically from thermal tolerance data (Dickinson &
Johnson, 2004). If needed, a user could incorporate a
simpler, single-parameter rate equation (the Arrhenius
equation) into SheFire, opening up more sources of rate
process information. The rate of impact increases expo-
nentially with temperature:

TAB L E 2 The summary functions included in the SheFire modeling framework; function name, description, and output are included

Function name Description Output

temp_over_time Calculates temperature over time for a specified
soil depth, time range and resolution (i.e.,
temperature at every 1 min)

A list of the temperature values at each time
increment

time_above Calculates the duration of time at or above a
chosen temperature threshold, for a specified
soil depth

Duration in minutes

heating For a specified soil depth, isolates the portion of
the model time range that the soil is heating

A list of temperatures at the specified time
resolution for the soil depth from the point
that it began to warm through the time
when it reaches its maximum temperature

cooling For a specified soil depth, isolates the portion of
the model time range that the soil is cooling

A list of temperatures at the specified time
resolution for the soil depth from the point it
began to cool through the end of model time
range

time_temp_ranges Calculates the time spent in different temperature
ranges for a specified soil depth. The breadth
of the temperature ranges, but not the
boundary temperatures dividing the ranges, is
set by the user

A data frame of the temperature boundary
values and the time spent in each
temperature range

set_temp_ranges Calculates the time spent in different temperature
ranges for specified soil depth(s). User sets the
boundaries for the temperature ranges

A data frame of the temperature boundary
values and the time spent in each
temperature range (for each specified depth)

depth_for_temp Calculates the deepest soil depth that reaches a
specified temperature

The soil depth (cm)

summ_depth_range Calculates the mean, standard deviation, median,
and maximum temperature at each time point
for a specified portion of the soil profile

A data frame containing those statistics for the
depth range at each time point
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k¼ kBoltzT
hPlanck

�e
deltaS
RGasð Þ �e

�deltaH
RGas Tð Þ ð7Þ

where k is the rate parameter (s�1), kBoltz is the
Boltzman constant (J � K�1), T refers to soil temperature
in Kelvin, hPlanck is Planck’s constant (J � s�1), and
RGas is the universal gas constant (J � K�1 � mol�1).
The accumulation of adverse temperature effects is
assumed to be additive with no effect reversal (see
Dickinson & Johnson, 2004). Thus, survival is recursively
decremented at each timestep at a temperature depen-
dent rate. Survival begins at 100%:

Scurrent ¼ Sprevious�k� tlength�Sprevious ð8Þ

where Scurrent is survival up through the current time
step, Sprevious is survival up through the preceding time
step, and tlength is the length of the time step in seconds.
Survival is not decremented at temperatures below the
user specified threshold. The temperature threshold is
the lowest temperature at which there would be a tem-
perature effect on survival for the biological system of
interest.

iStake description

iButton sensors are small, cylindrical devices �1.5 cm in
diameter and 0.5 cm width that measure and record tem-
peratures. They are designed with a circumferential ridge
that enables them to be snapped into place within a pre-
prepared hole in any deformable material (like wood).
There are a few different models but the two relevant here
are the high temperature iButtons (Thermochron 8K
High) and the low temperature iButtons (Thermochron,
4K). High temperature iButtons will record temperatures
when the sensor is between 0�C and 125�C while the low
temperature iButton will record when it is between �40�C
and 85�C.

The iStakes are composed of a simple wooden stake
with iButton temperature sensors installed in holes
drilled along their length such that the iButton surfaces
are flush with the outside of the stake to provide ther-
mal contact with the soil (Figure 1). Therefore, with a
single stake inserted into the ground, temperatures at
multiple soil depths can be measured simultaneously with
minimal soil disturbance (Figure 2a). Appendix S2 contains
a full description of iStake construction (Appendix S2:
Section S1) and field deployment (Appendix S2: Section S2).

It is important to benchmark iButtons against thermo-
couples because different devices deployed in different
ways can result in different temperature measurements
because the temperature recorded is the temperature of

the device (Bova & Dickinson, 2008; Kennard et al., 2005).
A key advantage of measuring temperatures in soils is
that, as long as there is good thermal contact between
the device and the soil and the device heats quickly, the
device temperature should faithfully reflect soil tempera-
ture. Thin thermocouples or thin thermocouple probes
(a thermocouple sheathed in, typically, stainless steel)
maximize thermal contact with soil and provide a point
measurement. A disadvantage of an iButton is that it is in
contact with soil over both the front and back surfaces of
its metal case, which has high thermal conductivity.
Therefore, instead of providing a point measurement, its

F I GURE 1 A complete iButton stake that will measure soil

depths 5, 10, and 15 cm when installed with the top of the stake

(picture left) 2 cm below the soil surface
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temperature reflects the temperature average over 1.5 cm
of the soil column, which could lead to different readings
than thermocouples. Further, an iButton has more ther-
mal inertia than a thin thermocouple or thermocouple
probe and may heat and cool more slowly.

Validation and benchmarking

To validate the SheFire model and benchmark iButton
readings against thermocouple readings, we conducted
instrumented test burns. The test burns used a burn table
setup that consisted of a metal frame that held ceramic
fiber boards flush with the top of 20 cm tall, 10 cm diame-
ter steel cans filled with soil (J. R. Miesel, unpublished;
Figure 2b,c). We drilled 10 cm diameter holes in the
ceramic board using a circular drill bit such that four cans
fit in each ceramic board. The open tops of the cans sat
flush with the top surface of the board and the sides of the
cans were flush against the inside of the holes in the board
so there was no gap between the edge of the board and the
sides of the can. The top of the soil, inside the cans, was
continuous with the top surface of the ceramic board.

The cans, below the ceramic board, were wrapped in
ceramic fiber insulation and a layer of fire-shelter insulating
material. The insulation was designed to minimize lateral
heat gain or loss from the can so that heat transfer was pri-
marily vertical through the soil. This was designed to mimic
soil in situ, which would not be isolated in columns and
would heat and cool with the surrounding soil. The cans of
soil, while not perfect facsimiles of a continuous soil bed,

enabled reliable, precise sensor installation with minimal
soil disturbance around the thermocouples.

Once the cans were situated in the burn table, we
installed the temperature sensors. For the model valida-
tion experiment, we installed one iStake with iButtons
at 5, 10, and 15 cm depth below the soil surface and one
iStake with iButtons at 4, 7, and 12 cm depth per can.
There were nine cans and thus nine replicate paired
iStakes. High temperature iButtons were used at 4 and
5 cm depths, while low temperature iButtons were used
at all other depths. For the benchmarking experiment,
we installed an iStake in each can with iButtons at 5, 10,
and 15 cm below the soil surface and we installed ther-
mocouples at the same depths through small holes
drilled in the sides of the can. There were 15 cans pre-
pared in this manner. All thermocouples used were type
K (Omega Engineering, Norwalk, CT) thermocouple
probes (1.6 mm diameter) and thermocouple data log-
gers were Madge Tech TC101A (Madge Tech, Warner,
NH). High temperature iButtons were used at 5 cm
deep, low temperature iButtons were used at 10 and
15 cm deep.

After we instrumented the insulated, soil-filled cans,
we placed a fuel bed, containing a mixture of dry pine
needles, woodchips, and small twigs (<2 cm diameter),
loosely stacked on top of the soil and ceramic boards. For
each of the experiments described in sections SheFire val-
idation and Sensor benchmarking experiments, we ignited
the fuel bed and supplied additional fuels as needed to
maintain active flames for �10 min, then allowed the fire
to extinguish and the soils to cool for several hours so

F I GURE 2 (a) Diagram of standard iButton stake deployment in the field and within the soil cans. (b) Diagram of experimental set up

for comparing model predictions against measured temperatures. (c) Diagram of experimental set up for comparing iButtons against

thermocouples. Diagrams are not to scale
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that the entire recorded data set (starting 10 min prior to
ignition) was 350 min long. The burns were conducted
over the course of 3 days in October 2020.

SheFire validation

For each replicate of paired iStakes, we used the data
recorded at 5, 10, and 15 cm deep to fit the SheFire
model. We then used the model to predict soil tempera-
tures at 4, 7, and 12 cm deep and compared those
predictions against the temperatures recorded at those
depths. We compared model predictions against the
recorded temperatures using Pearson correlation coef-
ficient, R 2, and root mean square error (RMSE). The
4, 7, and 12 cm comparisons were all analyzed sepa-
rately in order to determine how the model performed
at different depths. Due to two iButtons failing, one
lost to a possible software error and one lost to physical
damage, we only had enough sensors to test the 4 cm
deep predictions in four of the nine replicates. We
believe the software error was an isolated incident
unlikely to be a consistent problem with iButtons. The
instance of iButton mechanical damage was the only
occurrence in this study and in subsequent use on
wildland fires. Risk of damage could be mitigated by
the use of high-tolerance milling equipment to ensure
that the holes in which the iButtons are inserted are
large enough to allow them to be snapped into place
and not too tight to require excessive force to insert
and remove. Experimentation with wood from a range
of species would also be valuable, the wood should not
be too soft or too hard.

While the insulation surrounding the cans mitigated
the heat transfer between the soil and air, it did not elim-
inate it and the soil slowly heated throughout the day
(due to heating along the walls of the can from increasing
air temperatures and solar radiation) in a manner that is
inconsistent with both heating in a continuous soil bed
and the soil heating data that have been recorded in situ
during fires. The deviation from typical heating and
cooling was evident from the soil cooling pattern postfire
(Appendix S3: Figure S1). To account for the shifting
temperature baseline, we adjusted the data used to build
and test the model by fitting a linear regression line
between the soil temperature before ignition and the soil
temperature at the end of the cool down period and then
subtracting the value on the regression line from the tem-
perature recorded at each time step. Then, we added 5�C
to the temperatures to ensure final adjusted temperatures
were >0. See Appendix S3: Figure S1 for a comparison of
adjusted and unadjusted temperatures over time from
one replicate.

Sensor benchmarking experiments

To benchmark low and high temperature iButtons against
thermocouples, we had 15 replicates of iStakes paired with
sets of thermocouples (Figure 2c). In each replicate, we used
both iStakes and thermocouples to record temperatures at
5, 10, and 15 cm depths. The readings at 10 cm and 15 cm
were combined for the analyses because both depths were
measured using low temperature iButtons. The 5 cm read-
ings were analyzed separately because they were recorded
using high temperature iButtons. Due to a sensor malfunc-
tion, the 5 cm comparisons were not included in one of the
replicates. Thus, there were 30 paired low temperature
iButton and thermocouple comparisons and 14 paired high
temperature iButton and thermocouple comparisons.

The thermocouple and iButton readings were com-
pared at each timestep within each iButton and thermo-
couple pair using Pearson correlation coefficient, R2, and
RMSE. While each sensor pair is independent, the tem-
perature points within a paired set of sensors are not. To
address this, we also fit BFD equations to the data from
each sensor. Then we compared the BFD equation
parameters between the paired iButtons and thermocou-
ples to measure how the recorded temperatures differed
as a set and not just at individual time steps. In order to
fit the BFD equations with the shefire function, both the
iButton data and the thermocouple data were adjusted
using the method described in SheFire validation to
account for the solar heating that occurred over the
course of the experiment. We ran the shefire function
with the reg parameter set to False so that it only fit
BFD equations to the input data and used the override.
clip option for both iButton data and thermocouple data,
which prevents the model fitting process from shorten-
ing the data set. The override.clip option ensured that
the paired data sets covered identical time periods.
Details on the model fitting parameters can be found in
Appendix S1: Table S1.

Case study

We used data collected at the Texas A&M Agrilife–
Sonora Research Station to demonstrate a simple applica-
tion of the SheFire framework. This study was originally
conducted for other purposes in the summer of 2018. The
site is located on the western edge of the Edwards Plateau
ecoregion. It is a semiarid savanna with a bimodal precip-
itation pattern. The dominant vegetation includes a mix
of trees (Quercus, Juniperus, and Prosopis species) and
grasses. The soils are Tarrant series (Clayey-skeletal,
smectitic, thermic Lithic Calciustolls), shallow, and often
have limestone bedrock (Hiers et al., 2019; USDA, 2016).
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In this project, small experimental fires were con-
ducted with either high or low fuel (LF) loads to create
different burn conditions. Each burn was 100 m2 and had
an iButton stake installed with sensors at 5, 10, and
15 cm deep in the soil. Here, we present data and model
results from two plots in order to demonstrate the utility
of iStakes and SheFire, and to illustrate some of the ways
they can be used to examine soil heating and its effects.
We present data from one plot with a high fuel
(HF) load, and one with an LF load. The LF plot received
approximately 61 kg of hay as additional fuel, the HF plot
received both 61 kg of hay and 201 kg of air-dried juniper
branches as additional fuel. We fit the SheFire model
using default parameter values for both plots. For more
information on the design and objectives of the original
study, please see Hiers et al., (2019).

RESULTS

SheFire validation

SheFire model predictions demonstrated a high level of
skill at all soil depths (Table 3; Figure 3). Predictions were
most accurate at 12-cm depth (mean R2 = 0.97 � 0.01 stan-
dard error (SE); mean Pearson’s correlation coefficient =
0.98 � 0.01 SE; mean RMSE = 0.66 � 0.09�C SE) com-
pared to 7 cm (mean R2 = 0.96 � 0.01 SE; mean
Pearson’s = 0.98 � 0.01 SE; mean RMSE = 1.5 � 0.15�C
SE) and 4 cm depth (mean R2 = 0.92 � 0.01 SE; mean
Pearson’s = 0.96 � 0.01 SE; mean RMSE = 3.6 � 0.51�C
SE). Additional information on results by replicate, calcu-
lated with both the unadjusted and adjusted temperatures,
is provided in Appendix S4: Table S1.

Sensor benchmarking experiments

We found that iButtons produced similar temperature esti-
mates to thermocouples across depths (Table 4 and
Figure 4a). However, the high temperature iButtons at
the shallowest depth did not match thermocouples quite
as tightly as the deeper, low temperature iButtons

(mean RMSE of 2.1 � 0.3 and 0.9 � 0.1�C, respectively).
However, in both cases, the differences were small. A full
list of comparisons for individual sensor pairs can be
found in Appendix S4: Table S2.

To compare iButton versus thermocouple timeseries
estimates, we subtracted the iButton BFD parameter values
from those of the thermocouples. The Shape parameter
exhibited the smallest difference of the BFD parameters for
both low temperature (mean difference <0.1) and high tem-
perature iButtons (mean difference = 0.1; Table 5). The
BFD parameters fit to the iButton and thermocouple data
matched well for InitTemp where the mean difference was
smaller than 0.6�C for both iButton types (Figure 4b). The
MaxTemp parameter had slightly larger differences; the
high temperature iButtons had a 4.2�C higher mean param-
eter value for MaxTemp than the thermocouples and the
low temperature iButtons had a 1.2�C lower value (Table 5).
Thermocouples had TimeAtMax values 3.3 min later than

TAB L E 3 A summary of the model predictions compared against actual measurements showing the Pearson correlation coefficient, R2,

and the root mean square error (RMSE)

12 cm (N = 9) 7 cm (N = 9) 4 cm (N = 4)

Metric Pearson R 2 RMSE Pearson R 2 RMSE Pearson R 2 RMSE

Mean 0.98 0.97 0.66 0.98 0.96 1.50 0.96 0.92 3.56

SE <0.01 <0.01 0.09 0.01 0.01 0.15 0.01 0.01 0.51

Note: The mean value and standard error are given for each statistic within each depth.

F I GURE 3 Adjusted temperature measurements (black) and

model predictions (red) for soil depths 5, 10, and 15 cm deep from

an example replicate. The topmost pair of curves are 5 cm, the

middle pair are 10 cm, and the bottom pair are 15 cm depth
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the low temperature iButtons and 7.6 min later than the
high temperature iButtons (Table 5, Figure 4b). Both the
thermocouples and iButtons at 5 cm depth experienced
faster heating than the sensors at lower depths. The list of
all BFD parameters fit to each sensor, organized by depth
and by thermocouple–iButton pairs, can be found in
Appendix S4: Table S3.

Case study

For the BFD equations fit to the input data, the HF plot
had low RMSE between the fitted equation and the input

TAB L E 4 Statistical comparisons between thermocouple and

iButton readings on a point-by-point basis

Statistic

Low temperature
iButtons versus
thermocouples:
30 trials

High temperature
iButtons versus
thermocouples:
14 trials

Pearson 0.98 � <0.01 0.97 � 0.01

R 2 0.97 � 0.01 0.94 � 0.02

RMSE 0.87 � 0.08 2.11 � 0.32

Notes: The mean value and standard error are shown for each statistic
(Pearson correlation coefficient, R 2, and root mean square error [RMSE]) in
the two sensor’s measurements. A table containing the statistics for each

replicate can be found in Appendix S4: Table S2.

F I GURE 4 (a) Thermocouple (red) and iButton (blue) readings adjusted to shifting temperature baseline for an example replicate.

(b) BFD equations fit to thermocouple (red) and iButton (blue) readings from the same replicate. The topmost pair of curves are 5 cm, the

middle pair are 10 cm, and the bottom pair are 15 cm depth

TAB L E 5 The mean value and standard error for the BFD parameters fit to thermocouple readings minus the BFD parameters fit to

iButton readings within a thermocouple–iButton pair

iButton type InitTemp (�C) MaxTemp (�C) TimeAtMax (min) Shape

High temperature 0.13 � 0.29 �4.19 � 3.77 7.63 � 5.93 �0.09 � 0.06

Low temperature �0.50 � 0.22 1.15 � 1.56 3.33 � 3.55 0.04 � 0.05

Notes: The values are grouped by the sensor depth of the thermocouple–iButton pairs. A table showing the BFD parameters fit to the data from every sensor,
organized by thermocouple–iButton pairs, is included as Appendix S4: Table S3.
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data; the largest value was 0.6�C at 5 cm, followed by
0.2�C at both 10 and 15 cm (Table 6). The LF plot also
had low RMSE values but they were slightly higher than
the values in the HF plot (Table 6). In both plots, the best
BFD fits for the input data were at 15 cm, then 10 cm,
and then 5 cm deep.

The parameter–depth regression equations correlated
strongly with the BFD parameters that were calculated to
fit to input data (Table 6). We assessed the fit for linear
relationships (i.e., MaxTemp and TimeAtMax) using R2

and nonlinear relationships (i.e., InitTemp and Shape)
using Pearson’s correlation coefficient. All four BFD terms’
regressions had R2 or Pearson’s correlation coefficients at
0.98 or above in both the HF and LF plots (Table 6). The
output tables from shefire of all fit statistics for each plot
can be found in Appendix S5: Tables S1 and S2.

We visually compared measured and predicted soil
heating for a selection of soil depths across the LF and HF
plots (Figure 5). The temperature over time for unmeasured
soil depths was calculated using the temp_over_time func-
tion. The differences in soil temperatures experienced by the
two plots were largest in shallow soils: at 3 cm depth in the
HF plot, soil temperatures reached over 100�C but did not
even heat to 40�C at that depth in the LF plot (Figure 5).
The duration of heating also differed between the two plots.
At 3 cm depth, within 250 min, the HF plot cooled to �50%
of its maximum temperature, while the LF plot had barely
begun to cool by 250 min (Figure 5).

Although there are many possible fire-effect applica-
tions of the SheFire model, here we focus on surviv-
al_percent. Given a sparse literature on thermal
tolerance (Dickinson et al., 2005), there are no thermal
tolerance data available for the plant species present in
these plots. Therefore, we demonstrate the utility of this
function by showing how contrasting thermal tolerances

and variable soil heating affect the predicted responses
for sensitive partridge pea seeds (Chamaecrista nictitans
[L.] Moench, previously Cassia nictitans) and Douglas-fir
(Pseudotsuga menziesii [Mirb.] Franco) and trembling
aspen (Populus tremuloides Michx.) stem vascular cam-
bium cells. We estimated the sensitive partridge pea
(hereafter partridge pea) seed thermal tolerance parame-
ter values from data on percent germination after heating
treatments reported by Martin and colleagues (Martin
et al., 1969; Martin & Cushwa, 1966). Vascular cambium
cell thermal tolerance model parameter estimates come
from studies that used counts of dead and live cells based
on vital staining (Dickinson & Johnson, 2004). Because
no suitable data on root thermal tolerance exist and to
demonstrate the application, we assume that root vascu-
lar cambium has a similar heat tolerance to stem vascular
cambium. Parameters for the rate process equation
(Equation 7) for partridge pea seeds and vascular cam-
bium tissue are in Appendix S5: Table S3.

Predicted survival for aspen cambium was nearly 0 at
5 and 13 cm depths in the HF plot but it took longer for
the heating to affect the tissue at the deeper depth
(Figure 6). The aspen cambium has 100% predicted sur-
vival at both 5 and 13 cm depths in the LF plot, which
had cooler soil temperatures (Figure 6). Under the same
soil heating regimes, different tissues experience vastly
different effects (Figure 7). For example, based on
modeled soil temperatures at 13 cm depth in the HF plot,
the thermal tolerance model predicted that aspen and
Douglas fir vascular cambium cell populations would
have experienced nearly complete mortality (0.2% and
2.5% survival, respectively) while partridge pea seeds
would have 100% survival at that depth (Figure 7). Using
survival_depth run at 0.01-cm increments, the 50%
threshold, at which we would predict vascular cambium

TAB L E 6 Model fit statistics for the LF and HF plots

Low fuel (LF) High fuel (HF)

Model fit RMSE Pearson R squared RMSE Pearson R squared

BFD fit

5 cm 2.25 0.99 … 0.55 0.98 …

10 cm 1.19 0.98 … 0.23 0.99 …

15 cm 0.50 0.99 … 0.15 0.98 …

Regressions

MaxTemp … >0.99 … … 0.99

InitTemp … 0.98 … >0.99

TimeAtMax … 0.99 … … >0.99

Shape … >0.99 … >0.99

Notes: BFD fit refers to the fit between the input data and the fitted BFD equations. The regression fit measures the fit between the parameters calculated
directly by fitting a BFD equation to the input data and the parameters calculated using the parameter–depth regressions. RMSE, root mean square error.
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tissue necrosis (Dickinson & Johnson, 2004), was predicted
to occur at 14.2 cm depth for aspen and at 14.1 cm for fir,
in the HF plot. In contrast, the 50% threshold for partridge
pea seed survival was predicted at 5.9 cm depth, illustrating
the higher thermal tolerance of partridge pea seeds relative
to tree vascular cambium tissue.

DISCUSSION

Soil heating in fire (SheFire)

Fire is a key reorganizing force in terrestrial soils: soil
heating can kill plant roots, seeds, and microbes, which
in turn transform biogeochemical processes, including
carbon and nitrogen cycling (Gustine et al., 2021; Hanan,

D’Antonio, et al., 2016; Hanan, Schimel, et al., 2016;
Smith et al., 2008; Swezy & Agee, 2011; Varner et al., 2009).
Further, the frequency of severe wildland fires is increasing
(Goss et al., 2020; Hanan et al., 2021; Schoennagel et al.,
2017). However, soil heating is often perceived as minimal
in most surface fires (Hartford & Frandsen, 1992), and as a
result, has not been studied as extensively as fire effects
aboveground. The SheFire modeling framework is a first
step towards collecting, extrapolating, and applying soil tem-
perature data more broadly. The model is a powerful tool
for understanding the effects of fires on temperature across
soil depths and over time, and how heating directly affects
soil biological, chemical, and physical processes. SheFire
and iStakes offer a means of describing, understanding, and
predicting fire effects on soils in a more mechanistic and
accessible way than has been available to date.

F I GURE 5 (a) Raw temperature data recorded in the high fuel (HF) plot. (b) Model predictions for a range of soil depths for the HF

plot. (c) Raw temperature data recorded in the low fuel (LF) plot. (d) Model predictions for a range of soil depths for the LF plot
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Keeley (2009) describes a set of measurements termed
fire or burn severity that, although easy to obtain, can be
indirectly or poorly related to fire characteristics, fire

energy, and ecosystem responses of interest. In response
to limitations of these severity measurements, Smith, Sparks,
et al. (2016) proposed a dose–response paradigm, which
relates quantitative measures of fire energy to short-term
biological outcomes. However, dose–response relationships
have uncertain generality across varying conditions, species,
and ecosystems. A more mechanistic option is to elucidate
the processes by which the characteristics of fires cause
effects of interest, a methodology called the process-response
approach (Johnson, 1985). Good measurements of key pro-
cesses, like soil heating, are key for developing and evaluat-
ing process-response models (e.g., Kremens et al., 2010).

SheFire expands our ability to study fire effects on
belowground dynamics in a process-response manner.
Using the SheFire modeling framework, researchers can
explore both soil heating through the temperature sum-
mary functions, and belowground effects through the
thermal tolerance model that can be used to describe bio-
chemical, organismal, and tissue responses to heating.
When used in conjunction with easily deployable iStakes,
SheFire is primed to enable laboratory and field measure-
ment of soil heating and biotic effects. We hope SheFire
will lead to studies that better describe relationships
between fire characteristics and soil heating and encour-
age more studies that estimate parameters of thermal
tolerance models for soil organisms (e.g., Dickinson
et al., 2005; Dickinson & Johnson, 2004).

F I GURE 6 Predicted aspen vascular cambium survival (fractional) and soil temperature over time at 5 and 13 cm deep in the soil for

(a) high fuel plot and (b) low fuel plot. The survival confidence envelope shows the range of predicted survival based on maximum and

minimum thermal tolerances. In some cases, the envelopes are so narrow that they are not visible with the plot scale

F I GURE 7 Predicted root vascular tissue survival (fractional)

for aspen and Douglas fir, predicted partridge pea seed survival

(fractional), and soil temperature at 13 cm deep in the high fuel

plot. Survival predictions are based on mean thermal tolerance

values for each species and tissue type
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Temperature estimates, “process”

We found that SheFire demonstrated skill in estimating
temperature over time at unmeasured soil depths, with R2

and Pearson correlation coefficient values ≥0.92, and
RMSE values <4�C for predictions at 12, 7, and 4 cm depth
(Table 3 and Figure 4). The low standard errors indicate
that the fit was consistently strong. The predicted tempera-
tures did not differ from measured temperatures in the
same manner across depth: the times (i.e., heating, peak
temperature, cooling, etc.) and characteristics (i.e., earlier,
later, warmer, cooler) in which they differ are a result of
subtle variations between each temperature record and
not a systemic difference between predictions and mea-
surements (Figure 3). For example, the temperature pre-
dictions did not worsen or improve in a predictable
fashion with depth. This lack of systemic difference indi-
cates that the model does not have inherent bias relative
to depth.

Additionally, we found that SheFire can be used to
extrapolate soil temperatures at depths shallower than
the shallowest sensor (i.e., 4 cm), but predictions become
less reliable near the soil surface (Table 3). SheFire is
based on subsurface soil temperatures, it cannot cur-
rently be used to characterize temperatures at the min-
eral soil surface where temperatures may be more
strongly influenced by overlying organic layers. Placing
iButtons closer to the soil surface would likely improve
the shallow predictions; however, an inherent limitation
of iStakes is that the maximum recommended tempera-
ture exposure for the high temperature model (125�C)
limits how close to the soil surface the upper iButton can
be placed. While there are situations where fire and soil
conditions allow the model to make estimates for soil
temperature at depths <0.1 cm from the surface, these
estimates should be interpreted with caution because
they have not been fully evaluated. To improve extrapola-
tion, we need more soil surface temperature measure-
ments and to improve our understanding and models of
the physical processes that determine surface and subsur-
face heat fluxes during fire (Massman et al., 2010).

Survival estimates, “response”

There has been significant pushback against the once-
dogmatic lethal temperature threshold of 60�C as the
threshold temperature at which live tissues and cells are
killed (Dickinson et al., 2005; Dickinson & Johnson, 2004;
Pingree & Kobziar, 2019; Twidwell et al., 2013). The ther-
mal tolerance model we demonstrate here illustrates how
variable the response to heating can be (see also Martin
et al., 1969). For instance, in the HF loading plot, we

observed large differences between highly tolerant seeds,
which had 50% predicted survival at�6 cm depth, and rela-
tively intolerant vascular cambium, which had 50%
predicted survival at just over 14 cm depth (Figures 6 and
7). In both cases, the exponential relationship between tem-
perature and rates of injury (Equation 7) and the
corresponding rapid decline in survival as temperatures
increased (Figures 6 and 7) explain why lethal effects of
heating appear to be threshold phenomena and can often
be approximated as such even though the threshold value
differs across taxa and tissues. These relationships
emphasize both the importance of soil as an insulator
and also the variable tipping-point at which different
organisms and tissues in the soil survive or perish during
a fire.

A second fundamental problem that can be solved by
modeling thermal tolerance is that response to heating
depends not only on temperatures but also on their dura-
tions and different heating regimes can cause the same
response. The thermal tolerance model summarizes heating
regimes with one number, an estimate of effects such as
probability of survival (Dickinson & Johnson, 2004). Using
a model thus provides a means of simplifying interpretation
of the highly variable heating regimes to which organisms
are exposed (Pingree & Kobziar, 2019).

iStakes

There are pros and cons to both iStakes and thermocou-
ples, but our data shows strong agreement between
iButton and thermocouple readings, indicating that studies
using iButton measurements will contribute to the broader
body of knowledge. In most cases, iStakes offer an easier
alternative to thermocouple installation in the field and
decrease soil disturbance relative to thermocouples.

The iButton and thermocouple benchmarking experi-
ment demonstrates that iButtons provide a comparable
alternative to thermocouples. Although our work indi-
cates that iButtons may take slightly longer to heat com-
pared to thermocouples due to sampling a greater range
of the soil depth profile, the difference is minimal
(7.6 min at 5 cm depth; Table 5) and likely a function of
how rapidly the surrounding soil heats. Changing sensor
types will not divide the soil temperature literature into
two incompatible camps where the data from one sensor
type cannot be compared to the data from the other
(Tables 4 and 5; Figure 5, Bova & Dickinson, 2008).
Whereas thermocouples have been the established stan-
dard for measuring soil temperatures during fires
(Pereira et al., 2019), iButtons offer many advantages,
including lower costs and ease of installation. In terms of
ease of use, iStakes are easier to install in the field than
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thermocouples because they are inserted into the soil by
pushing (with or without the use of a pilot-slot,
depending on soil characteristics) and the depth of the
top of the stake measured as opposed to thermocouples
where the sensors must each be buried and precisely
measured with additional work put towards protecting
the data loggers from the fire (Pereira et al., 2019). In the
growing literature of active wildfire studies (Dickinson
et al., 2019; Lentile et al., 2007; Miesel et al., 2018), the
ability to deploy equipment rapidly allows a team to col-
lect as much data as possible while mitigating risk.

Beyond the ease of deploying equipment, iStakes offer
many advantages in the data they collect. Because an
iStake is thin and can pushed into the soil, sometimes
facilitated by a pilot slot, it causes less disturbance than
the hole that must be dug and then back-filled to deploy
thermocouples. Disturbed soil heats differently than
undisturbed soil, so minimizing disturbance around the
sensors is important for recording representative data
(Busse et al., 2010). Other researchers have also devised
ways to minimize the effects of soil disturbance on the
temperature data they record with thermocouples such
as Robichaud and Brown (2019) who patented a metal
canister that is inserted into an augured hole and then
deploys thermocouples that extend horizontally into the
soil. However, the metal of the canister may conduct heat
down into the soil profile more rapidly than would other-
wise occur in the surrounding soils, which transfer heat
relatively slowly (Aznar et al., 2016; Badía-Villas
et al., 2014; DeBano, 2000; Kreye et al., 2013). The wood
of the iButton stake does not conduct heat in the same
manner because its thermal diffusivity (determined by
the ratio of thermal conductivity to heat capacity) is
closer to that of the soil than the metal walls of the canis-
ter (Bristow, 1998; Kersten, 1949; MacLean, 1941). A
related benefit is that wood gains and loses moisture in
concert with the soil, which will have similar effects on
thermal properties.

It is, however, worth noting that iStakes are not ideal
in all circumstances due to some logistical and data limita-
tions. First, iButtons do not have replaceable batteries and
cannot be recharged, thus battery life determines sensor
life (Maxim Integrated, 2002). Anecdotal evidence suggests
that they can record over 500,000 data points before the
sensor must be replaced (Maxim Integrated, 2002). Ther-
mocouples and associated dataloggers (which have
replaceable batteries) can be used for as long as they
remain undamaged. The second limitation is that iButtons
have lower temperature thresholds than thermocouples.
For the high temperature iButtons, that limit is 125�C.
When soil temperatures exceed that limit, but are not high
enough to damage the iButton, the sensor will record a
timestamp at the appropriate data logging rate, but it will

not record a temperature until it cools back to 125�C and
below. Preliminary work indicates that the BFD fitting
portion of the SheFire model can be used to accurately
interpolate the missing data in the temperature peak when
the maximum temperature is above 125�C. In cases where
high temperatures are expected, such as under heavy fuel
loads in pile burns (Massman et al., 2010) or below deep,
smoldering duff (Hartford & Frandsen, 1992), the iButtons
can be deployed deeper in the soil profile as peak soil tem-
peratures decline rapidly with depth (Aznar et al., 2016;
Badía-Villas et al., 2014; Giovannini & Lucchesi, 1997;
Pereira et al., 2019). In our study, we had one thermocou-
ple malfunction for unknown reasons and two iButtons
malfunctioned: one lost to a possible software error and
one lost to physical damage, not a result of heat damage or
limited battery life.

Case study

The few existing studies that investigate thermal toler-
ance and survival during fires show that survival can be
highly variable among species, tissue types, and heating
regimes (Dickinson & Johnson, 2004; Michaletz &
Johnson, 2007; Michaletz & Johnson, 2008; Pingree &
Kobziar, 2019). While the SheFire framework offers a
way to predict survival over time during a wildland fire,
this use is currently limited by the lack of thermal toler-
ance data in the literature. As the study of ecological
effects of fire grows, we need more research on thermal
tolerance across a range of soil microbial taxa
(e.g., archaea, bacteria, fungi), life-stages (e.g., vegetative
cells, spores), and plant tissues (e.g., seeds and root tissue
across a range of species). The survival predictions in our
case study are limited to hypothetical predictions because
of the dearth of thermal tolerance data for the species
present in the burns.

Just as the survival response functions in SheFire will
support the increased understanding of soil organism
responses to heating, new response functions can be
added to the SheFire framework to model both threshold
effects and more complex processes. For instance, the
effects of fire on soil organic matter are known to vary
with the extent and duration of soil heating (Gonz�alez-
Pérez et al., 2004). Therefore, soil heating has major
implications for soil carbon storage in fire prone land-
scapes. Current methods for assessing soil carbon storage
and fire interactions are often not mechanistic at the level
of soil heating and typically focus on fire frequency,
severity, and aboveground fuels (Homann et al., 2011;
Pellegrini et al., 2018). SheFire may provide a way to
expand our understanding by linking soil carbon thermal
degradation that occurs during fire to the temperatures
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experienced and the heating duration at different soil
depths. Additionally, knowing how deep into the soil pro-
file heating causes organic soil phosphorus to be
converted to its more biologically available form, ortho-
phosphate, could increase our understanding of post-fire
plant recovery. Understanding the heat experienced by
soil microbial communities is important for predicting
microbial community dynamics following fire, which has
implications for ecosystem functioning (Whitman
et al., 2019). Furthermore, soil temperatures experienced
during fires can influence soil ammonium pools after fire,
which are a critical component of nitrogen cycling and
ecosystem nitrogen budgets (Klopatek et al., 1990). With
SheFire, we have established a modeling approach that
can be leveraged to fill these knowledge gaps and expand
our ability to predict fire effects.

Our case study provided a field test for iStakes, and
though the study only examined two plots, it demon-
strates the utility of the direct measurement approach for
studying fire effects on soil. For example, SheFire pro-
vided an opportunity to examine how different fuels
resulted in different soil heating and to examine how
those heating regimes may influence various soil organ-
isms based on their thermal tolerances. We would not be
able to disentangle these relationships using indirect met-
rics such as burn severity.

CONCLUSIONS

The SheFire framework provides a cutting-edge approach
for characterizing temperature regimes (i.e., soil heating)
through a soil profile and predicting biological responses.
While the current model advances our ability to predict
belowground responses to fire, there are many opportuni-
ties for future expansion and development. For example,
as our understanding of temperature-dependent biologi-
cal and biogeochemical responses continues to improve,
new response functions can be added to the SheFire
framework.

In addition to adding new response functions,
SheFire could be coupled with other fire effects
models. For example, linking SheFire with above-
ground dose–response models, such as tree mortality
models (Michaletz & Johnson, 2008), could provide a
more complete understanding of how fire affects
plants, which can experience heating in both their
above- and belowground structures. Linking SheFire
with soil heating models, such as those that model the
coupling of heat and mass transfer, which have been
shown to affect soil thermal conductivity, water con-
tent, and soil structure (Massman, 2015; Massman

et al., 2010; Smits et al., 2016) could strengthen the
model’s predictive ability and/or provide additional
response functions that focus on those physical effects.
Further work could also link SheFire with fire behavior
and fire regime models, which would enable predic-
tions of soil temperatures and their effects below-
ground based on the predicted fire characteristics of
current and future fire regimes.

SheFire provides a modeling framework that enables
researchers to move beyond qualitative and semi-
quantitative descriptions of fire severity and explore how
soil heating influences specific responses. As we learn to
coexist with more extreme wildland fires (Schoennagel
et al., 2017), SheFire can help researchers and land man-
agers quantify how unplanned and prescribed wildland
fires and pile burns directly influence soil physical, chem-
ical, and biological processes.
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